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Five years ago, Cory Booker, then mayor of
Newark, developed a plan to transform the Newark
public schools and in the process make them a model for urban schools in America. He enlisted the help
of Chris Christie, New Jersey Governor, and Mark
Zuckerberg, the founder of Facebook, to make his
vision a reality. Zuckerberg contributed $100 million
to the effort with the proviso that his $100 million
be matched by an additional $100 million from other donors in at least $10 million increments. They
announced the grant and their vision on Oprah’s
afternoon talk show in September, 2010. Only thing
they neglected was to apprise the Newark community, the school administration and the teachers
about their plan prior to the announcement.
In her book, The Prize, Who’s in Charge of
America’s Schools, published in 2015, and in her article, “Schooled,” in The New Yorker of May 19,
2014, Dale Russakoff chronicles the process initiated
by then mayor and now Senator Booker, and what
has happened in the five years since. Suffice it to
say, the Newark schools have not been transformed. Seats on The Foundation for Newark’s Future, the foundation that was created to handle the
grants, went initially to contributors who gave $10
million or more, and was reduced to $5 million or
more when they were unable to attract the $10 million donors. As a result, virtually no one from Newark could afford to serve on the panel. The more
than $200 million has been spent in some cases for
$1000-a-day consultants who seemed to have little
or no effect on school change, and a network of
charter schools has been established that are currently attended by approximately 40% of Newark’s
school-age children – the result of which has been

channeling money away from the
public schools. Furthermore, teacher
incentive bonuses and a re-worked
teacher contract that ties salary to
student performance did not have
the desired effect originally envisioned. Cory Booker has moved on,
Chris Christie is busy running for
president, and Mark Zuckerberg has turned his
attention to the Bay area schools using a different
approach that involves the stakeholders rather than
alienating them.
The landscape is littered with reformers who
used heavy-handed tactics to initiate change. Their
approach is to close underperforming schools, reassign students and teachers, fire principals, implement high stakes testing programs that link teacher
pay to student performance, and eliminate tenure.
What results is a destabilizing of schools and school
systems that disrupts the education of children in
the pursuit of someone’s vision. Or, as with Michelle
Rhee in Washington, D.C., the community decided
her way was not what they wanted and voted her
advocate, Mayor Adrien Fenty, out of office, which
resulted in her resignation. The reformers are often
the darlings of billionaires who seek to change the
way schools are run and how teachers teach. We’re
reminded of Eli Broad who supported Ms. Rhee, and
Bill Gates, who has found a “sure way” to teach history and has been using his considerable funds to
convince school systems to implement this model.
Does this mean that reformers should be kept
out of schools? That consultants not be allowed to
work with teachers and principals? Not at all. What
(continued on page 6)
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Sterling Optical.
Sure Sight eye care plan at
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Ned Price

Ned Price, former superintendent of the Island
Park Public Schools, is currently a lecturer at
Stony Brook University. We are pleased to publish his reactions to President Gene Goldwasser’s first page article in our July 2015 issue.

ments and has become an advocate for the public
schools.
Educators need to make this point to other
well-meaning “reformers” by demonstrating that
we have a true profession. This will require the
effort and cooperation of administrators and teachers on the K-12 and university levels. We must
begin by policing our own ranks. We do not need
tests and outside evaluators to find poor performance. We know those who are not meeting
our professional standards. We cannot tolerate the
infamous “rubber rooms” of New York City or
transfer of inadequate teachers from school to
school. Obviously educators cannot be subjected to
arbitrary and capricious discipline but we must not
continue to protect those who are unable or unwilling to meet professional criteria.

I read Mr. Goldwasser’s comments in the July
issue of the Newsletter with great interest. His review of current educational concerns focuses on the
critical concern regarding lack of respect for education and dedicated educators. However, I believe
this is only a symptom of a larger issue of American
values that must be examined from cultural and
historical perspectives. American society has traditionally valued financial success over education.
Therefore it is not surprising that Pearson and other
education related firms rely on low-cost methods of
test review. Their goal is not quality education, rather it is productivity and profit. They need to provide their stockholders with the highest possible
return on the next quarterly report.
Moreover, business executives are considered for educational leadership positions based upon their success
managing profitable enterprises and their supposed
innovative abilities.

Evaluation ≠ Supervision
We must also clearly demonstrate the difference between evaluation and supervision rather
than merely focusing on test-based evaluation programs. Supervision involves on-going instructional
improvement supported by master teachers assisting colleagues. Master teachers will develop
through career ladder programs providing recognition for accomplishments while enhancing instruction. This type of support will improve student
achievement more than merely criticizing teachers.
It is equally important that our university
preparation programs properly train future teachers
for the realities of the classroom. They not only
must be proficient with pedagogical theory. They
must also be prepared to work with culturally diverse families and students. Eighty percent of
American teachers are middle class whites who are
often unfamiliar with issues of our increasingly diverse population. In addition, teacher preparation programs must include intensive internship
components similar to those of other professions.
These recommendations are not unique.
Many educators have made similar proposals without widespread success. It seems that the overarch-

Schools ≠ Businesses
This view misses the point that schools are not
businesses. Many have read the story of Jamie
Vollmer who was president of the Great Midwestern Ice Cream Company with the reputation for
making some of the best ice cream in the country. Vollmer, a harsh critic of public schools, was
invited to speak to a group of educators regarding
the merits of implementing business models. Following his remarks, a teacher asked about his best
ice cream which he noted was blueberry. He explained that only the finest ingredients were used.
The teacher then questioned what the company did
when they received poor quality blueberries. Vollmer quickly responded that he sent them
back to the supplier. The teacher informed Vollmer
that schools do not return our blueberries. We
teach them all regardless of issues. Mr. Vollmer
quickly recognized the inconsistency in his argu-

(continued on page 4)
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PHENOMENAL WOMAN – FRANCESCA CIOLINO-VOLANO
It’s in the reach of my arms,
The span of my hips,
The stride of my step,
The curl of my lips.
I’m a woman
Phenomenally,
Phenomenal woman,
That’s me.
By Maya Angelou

And that is the award presented to our own member-at-large Francesca Ciolino-Volano by the Metropolitan College of New York -- Phenomenal
Woman of Power Award which honors women
who have made extraordinary contributions to
education. (Excerpts from the award citation follow.)
If you were to ask Francesca what she has
been up to since her retirement as a middle school
English teacher in 2011, she would most likely answer, “not much.” But In reality, Francesca has
been busier and more active than ever. Presently,
Francesca is an adjunct professor in the Basic Education Department at Nassau Community College.
In addition, she is an adjunct lecturer and college
supervisor of student teachers at Queens College, a
position where she can teach teachers!
Francesca’s early teaching career began at
Blackwell JHS 210 Queens in Ozone Park, New
York, where she was initiated into the world of 7 th,
8th and 9th graders. At Blackwell, Francesca taught
English, creative writing, journalism and her favorite class of all, dramatic arts. Francesca then moved
up to Aviation High School in Long Island City,
where she taught English to Regents and Honors
classes, became teacher-trainer for new teachers,
and even learned a bit about aeronautics. A few
years later, Francesca continued her career at Richmond Hill High School, where she taught until her
children were born, followed by maternity leave.
The second half of Francesca’s teaching career resumed at Stimson Middle School in South
Huntington, New York. There she mentored new
teachers; served as turnkey trainer for the English
Language Assessments; wrote curriculum for 7th
and 8th grade; taught in the Saturday Academy for
ELA preparation; coordinated and ran the annual
school-wide Scripps National Spelling Bee and
served as administrative intern to the principal.

Personally, as well as professionally, Francesca
is a life-long learner. In her retirement, she has found
time to pursue classes in painting, return to her piano
and write. Francesca is also active in her church community of St. Patrick’s in Huntington, where she serves
as lector and Eucharistic minister.
Veteran businessman, Lee Iacocca said, “In a
completely rational society, the best of us would be
teachers; the rest of us would have to settle for something less.” Unwilling to settle, as her life and career
affirm, Francesca Ciolino-Volano has chosen the best.
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(cont’d from page 3)
ing issue is the lack of value for education in American society. Historically, learning is valued only when
it has a financial result. Moreover, schools are seen to
be failing due to the inability to solve problems created by critical social issues, in spite of not receiving adequate resources. Real reform requires national
recognition of education as a real priority and not
merely political rhetoric. We must make a commitment to address critical issues such as poverty since
children cannot focus on learning when they are hungry and homeless.
Addressing these social ills is a prerequisite for
true reform and improved education. All movements
trend between extremes as the pendulum of public
opinion swings over years. Ultimately circumstances
will reveal many of the fallacies of the current reformers’ agenda. In the meantime, we must continue
to focus our efforts on changing national values,
strengthening our profession and working with children to build a strong future.

Focus Group
Wed., Nov. 4, 2015—10:00 a.m.
Join us to discuss:
Priority issues that should determine our support
for candidates – local and presidential.
How should we demonstrate our support?
at

490 Wheeler Road, Suite, 280, Hauppauge, NY
E-mail us at info@nysrsas.org to insure seating.

Can’t attend? Then share your thoughts by responding to
our Quarterly Query (see page 7).
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FROM THE DESK OF: The Reflective Retiree
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Corine Lipset-Huberman
going to tell you about. Right now, I promise, without any further digressing.
In my grandmother’s time, fish for the makings
of gefilte fish were bought live and spent their final
hours in the bathtub of a tenement apartment -- a
bathtub shared by numerous people, so for a day or
two no one took a bath. The fish held court and
were treated to hours and hours of privacy in a
tub -- something no human being in that household was ever awarded.
But in my mother’s time, fish were purchased
either in a comatose state or had already gone to
meet their Maker. My mother would start preparing for the biannual preparation of gefilte fish (also
made for Passover) about a week before she was to
do the actual cooking. She would visit the fishmonger and promise him her weight in gold if he would
provide for her the world’s healthiest, freshest
specimens of white fish, yellow pike and carp. She
would tell me privately that the fish had to smell
like a cucumber and have bright eyes. (For years,
even as an adult, I would smell the cucumbers in
the produce section of supermarkets, trying to discern a certain aroma. Sad to say, that aroma eluded me and I eventually stopping holding cucumbers
to my nose.) As to the bright eyes, I never particularly felt that the eyes of the fish lying dead on a
bed of ice in the fishmonger’s shop were especially
bright. They did not glisten, they did not shine, nor
did they glimmer. They
were just eyes. But to my
mother? Ah, some eyes
were special and she
chose her fish based on
what the eyes told her.
The morning that the fish were due to arrive,
all cleaned and cut into small pieces, with the head,
tail, skin and bones all wrapped in newspaper, my
mother was already in the kitchen with my grandmother, who lived with us, and my aunt who
lived a few doors down. They were preparing the

“By the time you read this latest
piece of nostalgia, the Jewish New Year
celebration will have passed. However,
it was the week that preceded Rosh
Hashanah (literally meaning “head of
the year”) that inspired me to put pen
to paper. Pen to paper -- another bit of nostalgia
gone by the wayside, for no one today puts pen to
paper. Some of us put fingers to keyboard; others
simply speak in front of a computer screen, and
voila! the text appears magically in front of our
eyes.
Forgive me, dear reader, for I digress. What
I really want to tell you about is how my mother
prepared the most important food for this most
special holiday -- the Jewish New Year. Similar to
the way most Americans celebrate the New Year,
the celebration begins the evening before the actual New Year’s Day (or days, for Rosh Hashanah is
celebrated for two days so that all Jews throughout
the diaspora may celebrate the holiday on the same
day, thus accommodating the different time zones
throughout the world). Unlike the American New
Year, the festivities in a Jewish household for the
New Year center upon certain foods that are traditional to Rosh Hashanah, while the American celebration often centers around imbibing certain liquids which tend to make one rather happy, all but
the designated driver of a group.
And what are
these special delicacies? Brisket, for one -- almost
always brisket is the primary entree, often accompanied by chicken in some form for those who do
not wish to eat red meat. Often potato latkes, noodle pudding, knishes (filled with potato, kasha, or
chopped liver), sometimes roast potatoes and in a
smaller bowl (because who would choose this over
all the other goodies?) some greenery like broccoli
or string beans. Heart attack on a plate? Yes, traditional Jewish food is often referred to as that … but
so-o-o good, who could resist it?
However, there is one food that is actually
good for you -- gefilte fish. And that is what I am

(continued on page 6)
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(cont’d from p.5)
aroma of fish pervading the entire apartment and
indeed the entire fifth floor of the building, the
gefilte fish was pronounced done. Each oval was
coaxed out of its resting place and ever so gingerly
set on a cookie sheet to cool. Shortly thereafter, my
grandmother (la exigente suprima of fishery) would
take a fork and separate a small piece of fish from
one oval and raise it to her mouth. The tension in
the kitchen was palpable as we all held our breath
and searched her face to witness the verdict. I cannot ever remember a time when her eyes did not
light up, her lips turn upward into a smile and she
would nod her head and say “s’gut, s’gut” (it’s good,
it’s good). And so the New Year would be a happy
one -- the fish was a success!
To those who celebrate the Jewish New
Year, I wish you all a healthy, happy and productive
New Year. May your year be filled with all things
rare and beautiful. And to those who do not celebrate the Jewish New Year, I wish you exactly the
same.

kitchen for the grand event. You see, we had no
refrigeration, we had an icebox. There wasn’t room
for about 15 pounds of fish to reside in the small
icebox with its block of ice taking up most of the
space. So everything had to be ready to cook as
soon as the fish made its appearance. My bubbe
and my aunt prepared the
kitchen -- a meat grinder
was attached to the lip of
the kitchen table, newspaper was spread over the entire table so when the fish
was prepared for cooking
and in the pot, the newspaper could be lifted up, rolled
and disposed of without
everything else in the kitchen smelling from fish.
Meanwhile, my mother and
I walked to the “avenue” to
pick up and pay for the fish. While we were gone,
onions were chopped, some chopped very finely to
be used as ingredients for the gefilte fish, some just
coarsely chopped to line the cooking pot, carrots
sliced in round circles, condiments stood ready to
be measured, eggs beaten and beaten again,
awaiting entry into the grand mix.
When we and the fish arrived home, everything happened very quickly. The fish were unwrapped and washed. My mother manned the
meat grinder, turning the handle round and round,
grinding the different types of fish together. Then
the fish and all the ingredients were put into a very
large wooden chopping bowl and the chopping began. The three women took turns chopping and for
about 20 minutes all one could hear was the sound
of the chopping tool pulverizing the fish mix. Finally, the cooking pot was prepared with its onion and
carrot lining, with the head, skin, and bones of the
fish layered on top of them, with water added and
set to boil. The fish mix was shaped into oval
patties and laid gently to rest in the boiling water,
one layer on top of another. The stove flame was
turned to a low level, so that the contents of the
pot would just simmer. Three hours later, with the

Dr. Corine Lipset-Huberman has had extensive experience at
all levels of education. She spent the last 19 years prior to retirement as principal of the Village School in Syosset, NY. And
for the holidays, she still makes her gefilte fish “from scratch.”
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(cont’d from page 1)
it means is that the process to implement change
takes time, in fact years, to be successful. And, the
reason it takes years is that the reformers and/or
consultants have to strive to establish relationships
with and seek input from the teachers, principals,
guidance counselors, parents and students with
whom they’re working on a daily or weekly basis. In
this way, they can demonstrate their commitment
and their resolve as well as their belief that positive
change can come from working with existing staff
members, and that the stakeholders are not only important but also essential to the process.
Gene Goldwasser served as principal of several NYS elementary
schools for 24 years. Since his retirement, he has been an adjunct professor at Hofstra, a coach with the Institute for Student
Achievement and president of NYSRSAS.
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WHY DO PEOPLE VOTE AS THEY DO?
In our last issue we asked our readers to consider this thought: Some have suggested that elections are won not only with the votes from those
who truly support the policies of a candidate, but
with votes from those who seem to be voting
against their own best interests.
Here are the responses we received:
 I believe people do not always vote in alignment
with their self-interest mainly due to apathy and
lack of awareness of the issues and candidates.
 People may vote against their own well being if
the candidate proposes legislation that is more
important to them, such as abortion, immigration, etc.
 Some people may believe that they live in a
meritocracy. They believe that the rich earned
what they have and deserve what they have
even when this is not the case. They further believe that they can achieve wealth if only they
work hard enough. Of course people like the
Koch brothers with enough money can create an
atmosphere where the government is made to
be the enemy. Government programs become
the enemy.
 I do not think there is a simple answer to this
question. For many, there is only a casual interest in the election process resulting in a lack of
understanding of the issues. For others, there is
such a disgust with our elected officials that
they feel that it really does not matter any
more. For me, I vote my convictions and sometimes they may conflict with my personal interests. In other words, my religious convictions
take priority over everything else. The challenge
is finding a candidate who comes close in both
areas.
 People often vote against their own best financial interests in both regional and national elections because they have one overriding belief or
philosophy. Some voters may have a personal
or religious conviction that overrides all else.
One such overriding belief is whether or not a
woman has the right to be in control of her reproduction. The abortion issue, for some, is so
strong that it overshadows all other issues. Another example is the desire to put limitations





on “big government.” If I have strong libertarian
beliefs, I may feel that I can go it alone and my
voting may reflect that over all else.
In the intense world of politics, many people become so emotionally attached to one political
party that their focus becomes clouded on some
issues that the active members of their party
support, which to many observers, are obviously
not in their own best interests. Of course, many
of these observers may have similar problems.
People vote against their best interest because
they have not been taught to think critically, nor
do they keep abreast of news events but do accept--credulously--the judgements and positions
of others whose own interests are the opposite
of theirs.

QUARTERLY QUERY
AUTUMN 2015

Do you think our organization
should support candidates for political office?
In your opinion, what are the top three issues
you would consider in selecting a candidate for
President of the United States?
Please e-mail your response to info@nysrsas.org.
(Include your name and
the district from which you retired.)
We hope to hear from you!

PORT CITY PONDERINGS
(cont’d from p.8)
ance, noting that the student had some great aspirations. Mourning Boston’s untimely death, Finn declared, “It was a huge loss to the Hanover family. I
pray for his family right now. It’s sad because you
want all your kids to succeed.” Todd Finn may have
left New Hanover High School, but he still remembers his kids.
(Note: All quotes in this article are
from the Wilmington StarNews.)
A former editor of the NYSRSAS Newsletter, Joe Marchese received his Ph.D degree from St. John's University. He retired as
Assistant Principal of Half Hollow Hills H.S East.
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PORT CITY PONDERINGS

Joe Marchese

cellence and his tireless devotion to his students are
just a few of his many attributes.” Derrick Hickey,
another Board member, commented, “This is an exciting opportunity for Todd to start a new school
using the innovations he pioneered at New Hanover
High. Mr. Finn will be missed by the many students
whose lives he touched.”
Despite the physical distance, Finn has not
forgotten the students with whom he worked at
New Hanover. The Wilmington StarNews highlighted his response when he learned of Boston’s tragic
death. Referring to him by his popular nickname,
“Beans,” he maintained that Boston helped him become a better principal. Having been brought up on
the tough inner-city streets, Boston, initially, was a
challenge for Finn who continued to work with him.
Finn’s persistence paid off. Appearing in a UNC-TV
video as a sophomore, Boston remarked about the
reduced dropout rate at his school under Finn. “I
don’t agree with dropping out because it’s not the
right thing to do. But if you’ve got a principal like
Mr. Finn, you shouldn’t have to think about that because he’s gonna make sure you get out of here. . . .
He comes and talks to me every day to make sure
I’m on track. He’s gonna make sure I’m out of
here.”
Two years later Boston successfully completed his high school education. Finn relates how
proud he was of the young man and his persever-

At 11:00 am on Tuesday, December 16, 2014, twenty-year-old Shaquan
Malique Boston was shot and killed across
from Warner Temple AME Zion Church in
downtown Wilmington. There was no indication of what prompted the shooting or who was
responsible. The account of this incident in the Wilmington StarNews included a photo of Shaquan at
the New Hanover H.S. graduation ceremony the
previous year receiving his diploma from the
school’s principal, Todd Finn.
You might remember that my article in the
July 2013 issue of this newsletter discussed Mr.
Finn, the changes he had made at the school, the 42
page grievance one teacher had brought against
him, the divergent attitudes about him among the
staff, and his popularity with the students. The
School Board, without comment, transferred the
teacher who filed the grievance to an elementary
school. Finn retained his position as principal at
New Hanover. During his tenure the school’s dropout rate fell and its test scores rose.
Finn left Wilmington in 2013 when the Henry
County, Georgia, School Board selected him to be
the first principal to lead the new Hampton High
School, then under construction, which opened in
2014. (Hampton is about 30 miles from Atlanta.) In
response to his departure, New Hanover School
Board member Tammy Covil said, “Mr. Finn’s energetic leadership style, his passion for academic ex-

(continued on page 7)
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